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The year is well and truly underway and we are already seeing new people,
new appointments and new codes brought into the bingo industry;
• A new head of Gambling Taxes at Treasury, Mark Lloyd
• A new Head of Gambling at DCMS, Julie Carney
• A new Code of Conduct for Responsible Gambling at The Bingo Association.
A number of key meetings and briefings have already taken place, both
introductory and update based, to build relationships and keep key individuals
and parties informed of the latest Bingo Industry and Association issues. Progress
made to date and future plans for growth following the reduction in Bingo Duty
in 2014 will be on the agenda and the Department for Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS) will I am sure be keen to understand how the Bingo Industry will be
approaching matters of Social Responsibility, through its Code of Conduct;
Getting It Right (see page 6) and Operators’ Handbook and for dialogue on the
more controversial issue for the gambling commission of Bingo playedin Pubs and
Clubs.
2014 was a far better year for the land based Bingo Industry than 2013. While
premises continued to close it was at a lower rate than in 2013, with many
closures the result of property deals done in break leases in clauses, against a
back drop of an improving property market. Inevitably, local demographics also
change and some premises ceased to be viable. What is important is to see new
facilities and new clubs come on stream in 2015: We hope to see a spade in the
ground for at least two new Bingo clubs in the first half of 2015, which promises
to be an exciting year.
The Bingo Association currently represents 496 licensed Bingo Premises from 70
different operating companies, despite losing over 50 Riley’s premises last year
when they went into administration. It is an active member of the Industry Group
for Responsible Gambling (IGRG), a coalition of the five main gambling trade
associations, which at present the Association sees as the best way of working
with the regulator on areas of common interest to the Gambling Industry.
The Bingo Association’s current Chairman Mark V Jones, previous Managing
Director of Mecca Bingo, has moved on to become Managing Director of
Grosvenor Casino, which means he will stepping down as Chairman of the
Association at the Annual General Meeting in April. We would like to thank Mark
for his support of the Association and wish him well at Grosvenor. As a result the
Association is currently considering possible candidates for the role of Chairman
and I hope to be able to make an announcement on this before our AGM.
Following the Association’s commitment to our new National Charity I was
delighted to meet Claire Sweeney on 5th January at Gala Wavertree, Liverpool.
Claire has kindly offered to be the public face of The Bingo Association’s work
with official charity Variety The Children’s Charity and we look forward to working
with Claire throughout 2015 to raise much needed funds.
2015 will be a good year, with the return of investment to the Industry. We
look forward to the challenges of embracing and representing a wide variety
of Licensed Bingo Premises, whilst also avoiding being impacted by any
unintentional consequences of regulatory changes made as a result of issues
elsewhere. We are also looking forward to attending this year’s ICE at London
ExCel, where the Association will be present at stand SD5-A.
Welcome to 2015.

Miles Baron
Editor

www.bingolifemagazine.com
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ICE a voyage of discovery
Another year has drawn to a close. It’s a chance to
pause and reflect on our successes and near misses
in the ever-changing landscape of the land-based and
igaming industries.
2014 has truly been a rumbustious year. In the UK we’ve
had the much maligned Point of Consumption Tax, which
is sure to shake out the market with perhaps the big
operators getting bigger to the largest poker deal play in
the corporate world of Amaya buying PokerStars – one
surely not to be repeated or is there another David v Goliath
size deal waiting in 2015!
For the bingo industry 2014 was a seminal year in which
everyone in the industry celebrated the cut in bingo duty
from 20 percent to 10 percent. The Bingo Association
was paramount in this inspiring campaign orchestrated
by Miles Baron, BingoLife’s editor and Chief Executive of
the Association. It resulted in more than 330,000 petition
signatures and the wider support of more than 50 MPs for
the proposal to cut duty, which was ratified by Chancellor
George Osborne in his budget last year.
In terms of ICE, ‘Innovation’ was the dictum of 2014.
Indeed it was a theme ushered in with last year’s
‘Sensational’ ICE show and to other shows throughout the
year such as EiG Excellence in iGaming in the Über cool
location of Berlin, itself a mercurial event of epic proportions
for all in the gaming industry.
Of course, now that innovation is ingrained in the
collective industry’s psyche, we need to build on that and
indeed strive to exceed all the expectations. ICE 2015’s
theme of Discover - Voyages Extraordinaires inspired by
French writer Jules Verne really does evolve and capture
the discovery element and indeed wonderment of our
fascinating industry.
ICE could be likened to like Christmas in some ways,
the anticipation, the excitement and the unwrapping of
presents. It is an intrinsic part of not only the igaming and
land-based gambling industries; it’s a place for discovery,
for research, for a voyage where you are continually
immersed with ideas, inspiration and general feel-good
buzz from conversations in the hallways and enclaves of
the exhibition floor. As an event it is that special place you
can chose to find things that can challenge perceptions and
change the way you think. For me, no other industry event
in the annual calendar has come close to replicating that
magic and indeed captivating mysticism.
So what does 2015 hold for the industry? For me
personally, the future of the industry is not necessarily
technology or reductions in bingo duty, all of which of
course are prerequisites to nurture success – it’s you – it’s
the people behind the lobbying, the lines of code, it’s also
your customers.

www.bingolifemagazine.com

I believe we are likely to see a higher degree of player
interactivity and more personalised bingo experiences and
become perhaps less product orientated and process
driven. Personalised gaming and gambling like many forms
of gambling which is undertaken in solitude will become
less about the winning or the chance to win money; it will
become more about the entertainment proposition and
the ‘entertainment experience’ that is such a successful
formula in the social economy and social gaming at large.
The digital generation demands entertainment for little or
no financial outlay / risk – it’s the freemium economy and
something we shouldn’t shy away from but embrace as an
industry.
Bingo is a good example of this and it is a very popular
everygreen industry and highly socialable entertainment and
experience led game. It can prosper further given that it is
more socially acceptable, and regarded by most as being
on the softer side of the gambling spectrum. Products
from the likes of Zitro’s Interactive Division who are
displaying their new products at ExCel and are designed for
the online market are pushing the envelope of innovation
and you only have to look at their social sensation www.
worldofbingo.com, which is the leading video bingo site
on Facebook, which is currently played in more than 160
countries.
Finally speaking of entertainment value or money, Bitcoin,
springs to mind. If you have been hiding under a rock
Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer digital currency and payment
system that is taking the whole world by storm! And so
with many heartily fed-up and distrusting of the current
banking system of Flat currency, pounds, dollars and euros,
then Bitcoin could perhaps become a major force within
the land-based and igaming sectors. It’s not as out there as
you think as mainstream online retail outlets have begun to
accept the world’s new favourite digital currency, including
the behemoths Amazon and Microsoft and indeed iGaming
business now accept this new age currency. We are
already witnessing the emergence of other forms of online
gaming driven by companies such as software provider
Coingaming, pushing the envelope on Bitcoin Poker,
Bitcoin Blackjack, Bitcoin Roulette dedicated to players
that wish to partake of their online gambling entertainment
with this new currency. So perhaps we shall witness more
Bitcoin or new crypto based currency related bingo sites
throughout the year, who knows!
Whatever your Bingo led voyage to ICE this year, you’re
sure to walk away with a Discover - Extraordinaires.

Mark McGuinness
Online Editor
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ENJOY THE SHOW!
Come and discover our latest news
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COMMENT

Hope springs in 2015 –
will it be eternal?
Dan Waugh comments on the political landscape for gambling in 2015
Optimism is essential to the experience of gambling.
Without a belief that we are somehow blessed with the
ability to defy the odds of statistical probability, games of
chance are likely to become sterile and dull.
Worryingly, it’s a spirit that seems alive and well in the
boardrooms of some of the industry’s biggest companies
– many of whom have demonstrated a serial inability to
recognise and manage political risk. As we look forward
to the year ahead, those who believe that this year will
somehow be quieter than last may be guilty of ignoring
both historical precedent and present facts.
Let’s start by looking back. Over the course of the last ten
years, Britain’s gambling industry has experienced major
regulatory or fiscal change with a regularity that has been
insufficiently recognised. Take tax - since 2007 we have
seen structural changes to the taxation of remote gaming
(2007 and 2014), casino games (in 2007 and 2009), bingo
duty (in 2009, 2010 and 2014) and machines (2005, 2013
and 2015). It is clear that government intervention is the
rule rather than the exception.

given responsibility for gambling addiction are intensifying;
the Commission has raised the prospect that companies
should assess how much revenue is generated by problem
gamblers; and Derek Webb and his Campaign for Fairer
Gambling (amongst other pressure groups) are not planning
to quit the scene anytime soon.

Of course, intervention is not necessarily a bad thing. In a
year when gambling has been in the dock, Britain’s bingo
clubs saw their rate of duty halved while casinos, bingo
clubs, arcades and pubs all benefited from changes to
stakes and/or prizes on gaming machines. While everyone
in gambling will have felt the discomfort of increased
scrutiny, the depiction of 2014 as the annus horribilis is the
preserve of the betting shops and remote operators.

Some progress has been made this year in response to
these issues – most notably the show of industry unity
and awareness of societal concerns demonstrated in
the establishment of the Industry Group for Responsible
Gambling (IGRG). Yet overall, one is left with the impression
of an industry continuing to play political ‘whack-a-mole’,
frantically trying to address the symptoms rather than the
root causes.

If history counsels against expectations of a quiet life, so
should the present facts. First and most importantly, HM
Treasury needs money. Earlier this month, the Chancellor
of the Exchequer announced that his plans to balance
the Budget are a year behind schedule. Government
borrowing is approximately double what it was before the
financial crisis but low interest rates have helped to insulate
the economy from the a deeper impact – something that
cannot be sustained forever.

Getting off this merry-go-round is possible (as other
industries have demonstrated) but it requires vision, longsightedness, a willingness to adapt, investment and sheer
hard work. It won’t be easy but ultimately, those that accept
that there are issues of substance to be dealt with (and not
merely political posturing)
will earn for themselves a
better and more secure
future.

Second, there is no sign of any let-up in pressure for a
tightening of regulatory restrictions. The Responsible
Gambling Trust’s extensive research into B2 gaming
machines in betting shops hints at shape of scrutiny to
come for all parts of the industry; calls for the NHS to be

www.bingolifemagazine.com

Dan Waugh is a consultant at Regulus
Partners, a strategic consultancy
focused on International gambling
and related industries.
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Miles Baron and Claire Sweeney

Bingo
Loves

T

Variety!

he Bingo Association has a long
established and award winning track
record of supporting charitable causes
and has previously worked with Guide
Dogs for the Blind, Macmillan Cancer Care,
Breakthrough Breast Cancer and The Alzheimer’s
Society, with members’ staff and customers helping
to raise millions of pounds.
The Association generally works with an agreed national
charity for a couple of years, before then canvassing
members for their views on potential beneficiaries of
the industry’s support. As club bingo is community
based, highly sociable and has a customer base that
is approximately seventy percent female, it important
that any cause strike a chord with the core audience
of potential supporters and works both nationally and
regionally.
Last year the Association announced its decision
to support Variety The Children’s Charity and has
6

quietly been preparing and putting in place plans
for fundraising activity with Association Members,
which include Gala, Mecca, Castle, Carlton, Majestic,
Cosmo and Shipley’s. The Bingo Association and its
Members have committed to raising £250,000 each
year, for two years, following which the relationship will
be reviewed.
Bingo Association Chief Executive, Miles Baron said,
“We are proud to support Variety and the fantastic and
important work they do and enable, and I know with
our Members’ help we can make a real difference.
The land-based industry ragularly comes together
to support a national charity, but while we are used
to uniting for a great cause, this will be our first year
uniting for Variety, which is genuinely exciting.
Television personality Claire Sweeney is a huge
supporter of the Charity. I met with Claire in early
January, at the Gala Bingo Club in Wavertree Liverpool,
to talk about the work of Variety and the Association’s
plans for the year ahead. It is going to great
issue 016

NEWS
Club found needy children they could give them to.
From that unexpected beginning has grown one of the
greatest children’s charities, helping sick, disabled and
disadvantaged children in many countries around the
world. Variety was started in the UK in 1949 with a
dinner at The Savoy attended by film moguls, agents
and celebrities, all eager to freely donate their time and
talent to help raise funds for children. Today Variety is
a leading charity dedicated to improving the lives of
children and young people throughout the UK.

partnership, which I am sure will raise lots of funds for
Variety.”
Plans are already underway with many clubs starting
local fundraising activities this month. The main
national activity will take place during National Bingo
Week, 30 August – 6 September 2015, with details to
be announced in April.
Variety, which may be better know to some as
The Variety Club, was started in October 1927 in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania by eleven close friends. They
chose the name ‘Variety’ because they all came from
different areas of show business, with no objective
other than fellowship. However, a year later on
Christmas Eve 1928, a month old abandoned baby
girls was found at the Sheridan Square Theatre when it
was about to close up, with a note that read:
“Please take care of my baby. Her name is Catherine.
I can no longer take care of her. I have eight others. I
have always heard of the generosity of people in show
business and I pray to God that you will look after her.
It was signed “A heartbroken mother.”
All efforts were made to find the mother but she
could not be located. The Variety Club members took
the decision to oversee the baby’s upbringing and
education. Mirroring that and where she was found,
they named her Catherine Variety Sheridan. The story
was picked up by newspapers all across America.
Others in show business volunteered their help and
they too wanted to join a ‘Club’ that had done such a
wonderful thing. Clothes and toys flooded in for baby
Catherine; far too many for one small child. So Variety
www.bingolifemagazine.com

Variety The Children’s Charity have been providing
Sunshine Coaches since 1962 and it is perhaps the
best-known aspect of their work. Coaches, many
of which are specially adapted for wheelchair users,
are presented to schools that cater for disabled or
disadvantaged children, allowing them to participate
in activities which include education, recreation and
sports. The coaches have enabled generations of
children to explore new places and activities, and
expand their personal development.

We are proud to support Variety
and the fantastic and important
work they do and enable, and
I know with our Members’ help
we can make a real difference.
Variety at Work offers outings, special events and
special treats to children. This includes trips to theme
parks, shows, museums, zoos, the seaside and many
more life enhancing experiences which most of these
children would not get without Variety. It gives children
amazing experiences and believes all children should
have the opportunity to live the best life possible.
Variety also fund specially adapted manual, electric and
sports wheelchairs, which can make a huge difference.
For a growing child, a comfortable wheelchair that fits
their body and lifestyle can transform their life. Most
children face long waiting lists for even the most basic
wheelchair if they apply through the National Health
Service. Variety works with families and their medical
teams to ensure that the right equipment goes where
it will make the greatest
difference.
www.variety.org.uk
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Rollout Rollout Rollout
SG Gaming Signs Landmark Five-Year Deal with
Mecca Bingo. Rollout of Server-Based Gaming
Solution will Commence Early 2015

L

ondon –12 January 2015 – Scientific
Games (NASDAQ: SGMS)(the “Company”)
announced today that SG Gaming, a
Company division, has signed a landmark
five-year agreement with UK-based Mecca
Bingo Ltd to provide the Company’s leading serverbased gaming solution to Mecca Bingo clubs
across the UK.
The new agreement will provide Mecca with a serverbased gaming platform powered by technology partner
Videobet, a Playtech company, and exclusive content
from the SG Gaming library alongside a combination of
Clarity, T8 and Triple 7 cabinets. This groundbreaking
deal was reached following a period of successful trials
in numerous venues across the UK and demonstrates
how SG Gaming has successfully tailored their offering
for the arcade and bingo sector.
The new strategic partnership will provide Mecca
with SG Gaming’s industry leading content library
which consists of Category B3, Category C games
and community games across a range of cabinets.
Established titles from the in-house content
development team, such as Rainbow Riches®, as
well as the continuation of key licensed titles, such
as the recent Monopoly® Hot Properties, and WMS
titles The Wizard of Oz Over the Rainbow®, Zeus II®
and Black Knight® will also be available. The recent
announcement of Scientific Games’ acquisition of Bally
Technologies provides key content titles to add to the
SG Gaming portfolio.
The server-based gaming solution will also include
the implementation of a fully networked terminal base
that will offer operational efficiencies through ticket
redemption stations and ticket in, ticket out (TITO)
functionality. The Company’s sophisticated business
intelligence tools will also provide data insight and
analysis. This will enable planned focused activity such
as promotions and utilisation of the platform tools
including tournament functionality and tracked free play
awards, which will be key for the launch of the gaming
solution package.
The rollout will commence in the early part of 2015,
and will see SG Gaming and Mecca implement a
comprehensive installation plan, involving a combination
8

of terminal upgrades, venue network infrastructure and
new terminal installations. This will be supported by a
fully integrated training programme for staff.
Phil Horne, Group Managing Director of SG Gaming
UK, said, “We are delighted that Mecca has chosen SG
Gaming to be their supplier of choice for server-based
gaming. This is a groundbreaking deal that represents a
major step forward for the bingo sector.
“Mecca and SG Gaming have already demonstrated a
strong working partnership in delivering a competitive
gaming offer, and we are excited to continue this in the
years ahead. This fully integrated gaming solution will
provide Mecca with a range of hardware solutions and
operational efficiencies that are designed to drive cash
box growth. We have invested heavily into our platform
solution over the past few years and we are delighted
to see the implementation of this solution into the bingo
sector on such a large scale.”
Mohammed Zabed, Head of Slots at Mecca, said,
“This deal goes a long way in meeting our slots strategy
and, more importantly, our customer needs. We are
thrilled to strengthen our continued partnership with
SG Gaming through this deal, which provides Mecca
with a digital server-based gaming solution for our
clubs. The trials we jointly undertook demonstrated that
the content provision, yield analytics and enhanced
platform tools drive improvements in cash box revenue
and customer participation. This was instrumental in
making our decision. The range of hardware, platform
and diversity of content will provide a comprehensive
solution that will cater to all customer types and
support our multi-channel convergence strategy.
“The SG Gaming content library, which includes
player favourites such as Rainbow Riches®, is key to
the overall product offering. We found that retaining
favourite titles as well as new titles for our slots players
was essential to overall performance.”
“This is a strategically
important agreement for
Mecca and we remain
committed to provide
the best product offering
available in the sector.”
issue 016
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Gala’s Bumper Winner
£1 ticket brings one lucky winner over £20,000
in prize money at Gala Bingo in Woking
It was an electric atmosphere in the Woking Gala
Bingo club earlier this month, when local customer
21 year old George Manning from Staines, won on
the Woking Special ticket game. George was over
the moon when he called his ticket in 39 numbers.
The game he was playing costs £1 and if you call
a full house in 52 numbers or less you win a bonus
jackpot of £350, however if you call it in 40 numbers
or less, which George did, you win the grand jackpot
of £20,000.
Customers and staff were delighted for George as
this could not come at a better time following the
Christmas period. Gala Bingo threw a party for for
George on the 18th January in club, when George
received his cheque for £20,000. He was treated to a
VIP evening with his family and friends.

The Rank Group Plc appoints new
MD of Mecca Bingo
The Rank Group, one of the UK’s leading entertainment
based gaming companies, has appointed Martin Pugh,
to the position of Managing Director of Mecca Bingo.
He will be responsible for driving profit growth through
the company’s 93 retail clubs as well as, looking for
opportunities to open three new clubs. He will also
be working closely with Colin Cole-Johnson, Group
Director of Digital and Cross-Channel Services, to
ensure Mecca maximises the potential of its multichannel offering.
Martin has held a number of senior positions with
leading brands in the UK including interim CEO of
Adpoints Ltd and MD roles at Virgin Active UK Ltd
and Camelot UK Lotteries Ltd. He also has a wealth of
marketing experience having been Marketing Director
www.bingolifemagazine.com

at Pizza Hut UK Ltd, Safeway Stores plc and Camelot.
Commenting on the appointment, CEO, Henry Birch,
said, “I am delighted that Martin will be joining the
team. Rank is already one of the industry leaders in
bingo, and with Martin’s wealth of experience in not
only gambling but also marketing and leisure, I am
confident that he will help us to bring gaming based
entertainment to an even wider audience.”
Martin will join Rank on the 5th January 2015, reporting
to Henry Birch and will sit on the Rank Group Executive
Committee. Commenting on his new role, Martin, said,
“I am delighted to be joining the Rank Group at what
I see as a very exciting time in its evolution. Rank has
fantastic assets and brands and has the potential to
grow substantially its business across all channels.”
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Jackpot Winner – Abigail Doughty and her mother
at Apollo Bingo, Barrow-In-Furness

PR is Dead – Long Live PR

P

ress Relations evolved into Public
Relations and gave rise to Public Affairs,
but whichever particular ‘P’ you hold to be
significant, pundits have been predicting
the demise of it for decades, with the advent of the

they should be paying more:
• We want customers to know about us and our
products/services
• We want customers to feel good about us
• We want customers to know where to find us

internet strengthening this belief for many. In reality
PR is a more powerful and valuable tool today
than it has ever been. For as long as people and
organisations have things to say, they will look for
platforms and channels through which to get their
messages out and reach their audiences.

• We want non-customers to respect our business
• We want the authorities to know we are responsible
• We want to harness consumer power to drive our
business
• We want a robust and SEO smart website
• We want to be highly ranked in key search engines
• We want higher trust flow ratings for our website
• We want strong social media presence and customer
engagement

While PR has its roots firmly in ‘press relations’, the
evolving array of media channels means that its scope
is far wider than printed material and today spans
broadcast, online (websites, social media, blogs) and
print. Rather than each channel operating in isolation,
they increasingly merge into one, greatly facilitated by
the digital environment, where you can read, listen and
view all in one space.
The decline of traditional press and printed media has
caused some to pay less attention to PR, when in fact
10

The primary link in all the above is CONTENT. Without
the right content nothing is going anywhere. With the
right content, it’s going EVERYWHERE.
Good content drives everything in the spectrum of
modern media and ends up just about everywhere,
thanks to re-posting, re-tweeting and an increasingly
strong interplay between all digital and traditional media
channels.
issue 016

FEATURE PR
Bingo is fortunate in that it has so many good stories
to tell, whether it is the big win, or the winner sharing
with their bingo-buddy, or the local community raising
record sums of money for charity. Encouraging players
and those involved in the game to share their story is
singularly one of the greatest assets the game has.
Forgetting or ignoring it would be a mistake and a lost
opportunity to promote the game and its venues and
sites.

reaching more than 192 million people globally, followed
by UK online and print newspaper Metro.
On Sunday 11th January, Abigail and her mum returned
to the club for a cheque presentation. The North West
Evening Mail sent a photographer and the National
Bingo Game sent a PR representative to manage a
photo call and video interview for additional online,
social and media content, via You Tube, Facebook and
Twitter.

The National Bingo Game regularly has Jackpot winners
and when a winner and participating club is happy to
work with them the media industry and ourput can be
substantial.

The publicity achieved off the back of Abigail’s win on
the night reportedly led to a 50 per cent uplift in ticket
sales and not a spare seat in the club on the night of
her cheque presentation.

In total, more than 221 million
people globally were reached
by the news of the Barrow-inFurness National Bingo Game
win, led entirely by PR. The
equivalent advertising would
have cost in excess of £230,000
On Sunday 28th December, 18 year old Abigail
Doughty went into her local bingo club, Apollo Bingo,
Barrow-in-Furness, with her bingo buddy and mum
for their regular session. A few hours later she was
to successfully claim nearly £130,000, after winning
the National Prize and Jackpot on the National Bingo
Game.

In total, more than 221 million people globally were
reached by the news of the Barrow-in-Furness National
Bingo Game win, led entirely by PR. The equivalent
advertising would have cost in excess of £230,000 but
the actual cost was fractional, demonstrating the power
of PR and the importance of acting quickly. In an age
where no one sleeps and we all want to access news
NOW, even small delays can kill a story.
In the rush of managing a venue the small but important
task of following up with a winner can so easily be
overlooked. More bingo clubs and sites should engage
quickly with their winners and create the news that day.
Winners won’t wait and neither will the media. Get
the story out and work with it, for as well as the visible
results, there are also hidden benefits to claim in the
online arena, where links can greatly add to rankings.
Long Live PR

Thanks to the quick thinking of general manager, Paul
Holland, the National Bingo Game press office were
able to speak to Abigail directly. Within 24 hours a
press release had been issued to her local newspaper
announcing her win and the news was publicised on
the National Bingo Game website, Facebook and
Twitter pages, reaching over 10,000 people.
As a result of this chain of events Abigail’s win was
publicised just two days later in the North West Evening
Mail. From this the Mail Online Facebook page featured
the story followed by the Mail Online, the most visited
English-language newspaper website in the world
www.bingolifemagazine.com
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FEATURE: CODE OF CONDUCT

Getting it Right:
The Bingo Association launches code of
conduct for responsible gambling

T

he Bingo Association, which represents 98%
of all licensed retail bingo clubs in Great Britain,
has launched a Bingo Industry Code of Conduct

“We are delighted to be launching this new Code of
Conduct, which all Members are now required to commit
to. The Association seeks to help all our Members meet

for Responsible Gambling.

and demonstrate best practice in ALL areas and aspects
of their operation, including issues of social responsibility.

The Code of Conduct, entitled Getting it Right, has
become a condition of membership going forward and
has been introduced to encourage best practice by all
Association Members in the area of Social Responsibility.
The 12 points of the Code include a commitment to:
• A national self-exclusion scheme
• Participation in annual age verification tests
• Adherence to anti-money laundering measures
• Staff training on Social Responsibility and problem
gambling.
• Ensuring socially responsible marketing of products
• Making an annual cash contribution to a gambling
harm prevention charity
Miles Baron, Chief Executive of The Bingo
Association, said:
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“Whilst the club-based bingo industry has a very low
occurrence of problem gambling and operators take their
responsibilities very seriously, we wish to ensure that
we are doing all that we can to help those that may be
vulnerable.”
Bingo holds a unique position in Great Britain’s gambling
sector as a highly sociable leisure activity at the heart of
many communities across the country. The new code
provides operators with very clear guidance, with access
to additional support through the Association.
Getting it Right is available from The Bingo Association
by request and is also available to download from their
web site: www.bingo-association.co.uk
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GETTING IT RIGHT
Code of Conduct for Responsible Gambling

Available from The Bingo Association
and online at www.bingo-association.co.uk
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MEMBERSHIP I DIRECT MARKETING I BINGO BUSINESS ACCOUNTS

ISD’s internet based software allows
you to manage your business
from any internet computer
anywhere in the world.
There’s no easier more cost effective way to manage your business.
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Customer Data Management
Admissions Capture
Segmentation and Targeting
Campaign Management
Direct Marketing and Response Tracking
Direct Mail

l

l
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E-Mail Marketing
SMS Marketing
Bingo Business Accounting
Track Cash Movements, Issues and Receipts
Manage Prize, Ticket and Promotional Stock
Full Audit, Analysis and Reporting

25 years providing software to
Bingo Clubs and Casinos

Over 400 Bingo
Clubs and Casinos
use ISD Software

ISD Computer Services, 1000 Lakeside,
North Harbour, Western Road,
Portsmouth, PO2 3EZ
+44 (0) 2392 704 280
info@isdgroup.co.uk
www.isdgroup.co.uk
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Bingo
Down Under

Bingo Life catches up on Bingo down-under with Leeonn
Rieck, Owner Operator of Bingo Club Australia

C

onsidered to be the biggest gambling
nation in the world (per capita), Australian
gaming & bingo venues have been
allowed to proliferate throughout the
country. Seeing a niche in the domestic market,
Bingo Club Australia has provided a unique service
by helping players locate a bingo venue anywhere in
the country.
Bingo Life has spoken with Ms. Leeonn Rieck, Owner/
Operator of Bingo Club Australia. With more than 20
www.bingolifemagazine.com

years experience it the Australian Bingo industry, her
insight is invaluable.
How long have you been involved with Bingo in
Queensland (Qld), and what has your involvement
been?
My involvement in Bingo began in the early 90’s where,
as Promotion’s Co-Ordinator of a local RSL Club I
introduced Bingo to the venue. I have since worked
many years as a freelance Bingo Caller/Organiser in
South East Qld area in many Venues. I have introduced
15

The girls at Bingo Australia having an enjoyable night out

Bingo to several Venues which years later still run their
sessions successfully.
As Owner / Operator of Bingo Club Australia,
what has been your involvement been throughout
Australia?
Several years ago I saw an opening for a website such
as mine [www.bingoclub.com.au]. Something that had
not been done before, a website that lists venues all
over Australia. Giving Bingo Players the opportunity to
jump online and find somewhere they can go and play
bingo wherever they may be. Not only is it ideal for
locals, but perfect for those who travel and like to play
Bingo anywhere they go.
And don’t think it’s just the Senior Citizen who does
this. We recently had some visitors from Victoria who
travelled to the Gold Coast in order to play bingo in the
area. They utilised Bingo Club Australia Web Site to
find a bingo club to play each day while they were here.
These were people aged in their late 20’s/early 30’s who
just loved Bingo.
Bingo Club Australia is a one of a kind site. Although
still in the early stages you will not find another site
available that has such an extensive list of Bingo venues
in Australia.
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Still in developmental stages, Bingo Club Australia is
yet to offer much more in the months and years to
come. Allowing Bingo Players and Venues to take full
advantage of what the site has to offer.
Has Bingo been expanding in the state and
throughout the country? What have you seen as
recent trends?
Bingo is no longer a game for the older generations.
Many young people are jumping on board with the
Bingo craze. In Queensland in the past 20 years bingo
has gone from only being held in Churches, School Halls
and Community Halls to being taken over by the ever
growing club industry. Local Sports Clubs, RSL Clubs,
Bowling Clubs are being frequented by younger people
all the time. Hence the increase in Bingo attendance by
younger people.
In Queensland, as the popularity of bingo increases,
jackpots are getting higher and more sessions are
getting added to the weekly calendar. With some club
venues using their function rooms to run Bingo up to
10 or more times a week. Remember, these are not
Bingo Halls, these are venues that have Restaurants,
Entertainment, Gaming Machines and other events that
run in conjunction with Bingo.
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Players may have a quality meal in one or more of
restaurants available at the venue before or after their
Bingo Session. They can grab themselves a beer to sip
whilst checking off their numbers. They can sit down
a have a play on the Poker Machines during the break
(which quite often incorporate promotions where they
can win more money or prizes).
Does Bingo differ from one state to another?
The actual game of Bingo does not differ from state to
state. In Australia, the 90 ball format is played (the same
as UK).
The difference between states occurs with state laws
and guidelines. For example, in Queensland, there is no
law that stops minors from playing Bingo. Most venues
will require children be accompanied by a parent or
guardian but this is a venue rule. Many other states
however, restrict Bingo Playing to 18 years and above.
In states like NSW, you may find ‘Free’ Bingo sessions
or very cheap Bingo Sessions (for as little as $2). The
purpose of this is for Clubs to encourage attendance at
the venue. They then make profits through Restaurants,
Bar, Poker Machines etc. This practice is not permitted
in Queensland, with each bingo subject to auditing.
Venues must show a profit and Free Bingo is not
allowed. This law is designed to protect fundraising
bingo clubs such a Endeavour Foundation, Guide Dogs
Australia etc which unfortunately, are slowly becoming a
thing of the past.
Victoria is known for very large ‘Bingo Centres’ which
specialise only in Bingo and you can find dozens of
sessions a week through these venues.
Bingo is played in other states and territories such as
Tasmania, South Australia, Western Australia, Canberra
even Northern Territory. You will find the number of
Bingo Venues in Queensland & particularly New South
Wales and Victoria far outweigh these other states.
Having said that much of the traffic that comes to
Bingo Club Australia’s Web Site are coming from the
Perth area as you see an increase of Bingo Players and
Venues to the area.
Within your home state of Queensland, are there
www.bingolifemagazine.com

independent Bingo Halls? Where would be the best
places be to find Bingo in the state?
Bingo venues are scattered throughout the state,
although the metropolitan areas such as Brisbane and
the Gold Coast you find the bigger sessions and hence
the bigger money. As I mentioned earlier, most of these
venues are not ‘Halls’ as such, but Community Club
who hold bingo in their function rooms.
One off ‘Big Bingo Sessions’ have become popular
where Bingo Venues will run a ‘one off’ session that may
cost anything from $100 - $400 to play the session. In
these instances, players receive one set of books and
are not permitted to use electronic playing machines
such as PETS or Ipads. With sessions like these they
may offer up to $80,000 in cash prizes on the night.
Big Bucks Bingo is also available at certain venues
where they can purchase an extra game for the chance
at winning a large sum (currently $100,000). This game
is linked to other venues around Queensland so you
have hundreds, or even thousands trying for the same
jackpot. However this isn’t very easy to win with the
$100,000 not being won for several months.
Bingo is becoming big money in Queensland. Venues
are making good profits; however some areas are
becoming over saturated with sessions available with
up to 3 venues in a 5 klm radius offering bingo sessions
at the same time. This can make it difficult to keep the
numbers up if you’re not competing adequately with
reasonable prize money.
Some players prefer the smaller venues such as the
Labrador Tigers Sports Club (Gold Coast). Although
the prizes aren’t huge, the venue can still offer a $1000
Jackpot in limited calls. With approx 30 – 40 people
attending sessions, it is quite easy to win more than
once in each session. These players attend this venue
for social aspect and the ‘fun of the game’.
Other Venues such as Southport RSL (Gold Coast)
have attendances of up to 200 people per session.
Their Jackpots average out at $5000 which are won
quite regularly. They also incorporate ‘Big Bucks Bingo’
which is linked to dozens of Bingo’s throughout the state
with a chance of winning up to $100,000. Although this
17
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Leeonn Rieck, Owner Operator of Bingo Club Australia

Jackpot amount is rarely won, having remained at that
amount for about a year.
Nudgee College Bingo (Brisbane) arranges buses
from the Gold Coast (approx 70 – 80kms away) where
players can make a day of it and travel to Brisbane to
play for good money and the chance at Bingo Jackpots.
These Clubs would have other activities to bring in
guests. Would these additional activities be a boost
to bringing in bingo players? Perhaps one guest
drawn in by the sports and their spouse to bingo?
Because many of the venues offer other club activities
you may find spouses taking advantage of these
activities whilst the other is playing bingo. For example,
you may have wife playing lawn bowls whilst the hubby
plays bingo, or the girlfriend playing Bingo whilst the
boyfriend is football training. You may also find a partner
playing gaming machines whilst the other is playing
bingo. It does depend on the venue, and though it does
happen it isn’t a huge occurrence.
Has hi-tech made its way into Austalian bingo? Are
players using hand-held machines or have they
been staying with traditional bingo?
PETS and more recently Pet9 have been introduced
to bingo players in Australia. PET machines have been
available for several years and have made quite an
www.bingolifemagazine.com

impact on the Bingo Industry. Allowing players to play
up to 8 sheets per game whilst only having to mark one
number off as it is called. No more sheets spread out on
the table and frantic dabbing of these sheets.
How active is online bingo in the region?
Online Gambling is illegal for residents in Australia and
the government has recently cracked down on overseas
sites that offer Bingo and Poker Machines to play online.
Sites and Apps that offer Free Bingo with no option for
betting are still available.
Do you see a convergence between land-based
bingo and online bingo?
It’s hard to say, with Australia being the biggest gambling
nation in the world (per capita), the government and
anti-gambling lobby groups continue to work on the
nation’s gambling problems. Bingo is classed as
gambling in Queensland and no differently treated to
Poker Machines with anti-gambling campaigns and
assistance available for those with problem gambling.
As a result of the gambling culture in Australia and
the risks involved for addicts the prevention of online
gambling has been put in place.
Bingo Life Magazine would like to thank Ms. Rieck for
sharing her extensive knowledge about Australian bingo
with our readership.
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Boutique Bingo
Bingo Life talks to Freddie Reyes, Head of Investor Relations
at Leisure and Resorts World Corporation Manila

W

e are fortunate to catch up with Mr.
Freddie Reyes, Head of Investor
Relations at Leisure and Resorts
World Corporation (LRWC) since
2006. Based in Manila, LRWC and its wholly-owned
subsidiary Bingo Bonanza are market leaders
in domestic gaming, and were featured in the
December (2014) issue of Bingo Life Magazine.
Leisure and Resorts World Corporation is a leader
in gaming in the Philippines. What is the firm’s
present position in both bingo and casino gaming?
We are a market leader in professionally managing
bingo operations in the Philippines. AB Leisure
Exponents, Inc (or ABLE) is our wholly-owned
subsidiary managing bingo. Under ABLE, we have a
number of products. One is traditional bingo and for
this segment, LRWC has about 40% of market share.
20

Other products are the electronic versions of bingo.
One platform is electronic bingo games (or EBG). We
are a market leader in the number of EBG machines
installed with over 6,500 machines nationwide. We
have a number of suppliers for EBG machines. Another
platform is Rapid Bingo. Rapid Bingo is similar to Keno
where 20 numbers out of a possible 75 are called every
10 minutes. Players can choose from 4 to 10 numbers.
The top prize is 2.5m Pesos for picking 10 out of 10
numbers.
We have 38 bingo halls in various malls nationwide.
We are in all the SM Malls except for two. We are also
in other malls operated by Robinson Land, Gaisano,
Sta. Lucia Land and others. Our other branded outlets
are called “Bingo Boutiques”. In Bingo Boutiques sites,
we have only electronic forms of bingo – EBG and
Rapid Bingo machines. We have 59 Bingo Boutique
issue 016
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outlets. Another expansion thrust is with Total Xtreme
GameZone (TGXI). In GameZone sites, we will offer
various games - EBG machines as well as eCasino
games, Instawin machines, sports betting and others.
Recently, we bought 44 eGames outlets from Digiwave.
We now have 49 sites as we continue to look for
other acquisitions. We plan to enhance these sites by
adding other forms of games such as electronic bingo,
Rapid Bingo and other games through the licence of
IEST, a subsidiary of DFNN. We have a management
agreement with DFNN. In total, we will end 2014
with over 145 gaming outlets – from our mall-based
bingo halls to Bingo Boutiques to eCasino sites and
GameZone Xtreme sites.
LRWC is the largest bingo provider in the
Philippines. What recent and planned expansion
does the firm have in bingo?
Our expansion plans will continue with opening bingo
halls within malls as well as Bingo Boutique sites.
As new malls are built, we make a bid for bingo
operations. Our expansion plans are also centered on
a retail approach to providing more venues for LRWC’s
bingo games. Bingo Boutiques as well as our Total
GameZone Xtreme sites.
Will both electronic and traditional bingo games be
part of LRWC’s strategy to sustain revenue growth?
Traditional bingo will continue to be a part of our
business. The traditional bingo segment has been
declining the past four years. Cognizant of this trend,
we have focused our attention on expanding our
electronic bingo segment as well as Rapid Bingo. We
are also exploring newer methods of playing bingo,
such as on PDAs and mobile phones.
However, we are not limiting ourselves to bingo but
will look to offer a wider range of products and games
for out retail outlets. As part of this strategy, we have
acquired a number of sites that offer other products:
eCasino outlets, slot machine arcade sites.
With Bingo Bonanza, it appears LRWC places
significant value on the importance of bingo. How
does the firm’s focus on bingo compare with other
firms in Asia Pacific?
www.bingolifemagazine.com

We will continue to focus on expanding our bingo sites
nationwide. Aside from bingo, we will also offer other
forms of games that will complement or otherwise
provide a more complete gaming experience for our
customers.
How long has LRWC been involved in the gaming
industry?
As a pioneer in the bingo industry, LRWC started its
first bingo outlet at SM’s Megamall in 1993 and has
expanded since then. In 2004, we made our initial
investment in First Cagayan Leisure and Resorts World
Corporation to work with government to manage
a jurisdiction for online gaming. In 2011, we signed
an operating agreement with Belle Corporation to
operate a casino granted to their subsidiary by Pagcor.
Subsequently, we became a financial partner of Belle,
as Melco is now the operator of the casino under
Premium Leisure Corporation. In 2012, we took a
51% equity stake in Midas Hotel and Casino. We have
turned around hotel operations as well as worked with
Pagcor to help in marketing the casino site that Pagcor
operates.
What trends do you see in the
bingo and gaming industry for the
Philippines?
We believe that bingo and the
gaming industry as a whole, will
continue to expand and
show significant gains
in the next few years.
The opening of the City
of Dreams integrated
resort and casino will
expand the gaming
space as well as
the revenues for
the whole gaming
segment. We will
continue to be on
the lookout for other
products, services
and properties for the
tourism and leisure
segment.
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What role does social media play for Bingo
Bonanza and LRWC?
We have only recently looked at the possible role of
social media for LRWC and Bingo Bonanza and have
not, as yet, tapped into this potentially lucrative tool for
the company.
Do the firm’s entertainment and other gaming
options add to the appeal of bingo at LRWC’s
venues?
Yes, we believe they are complementary and help
to expand the appeal of gaming in general. As the
integrated resorts (Resorts World Manila, Solaire and
City of Dreams) continue to expand their products
and services, more people will look for other forms of
leisure and entertainment activities nearer their places of
work or homes. We are also transcending the concept
and business model from a purely bingo venue to a
multi-product venue – a six-in-one concept with EBG
machines, eCasino games, sports betting, Instawin
machines and others games. This will complement our
expansion thrust by opening more gaming venues.
How is LRWC involved with online gaming and
online bingo? Can the firm’s land-based and online
bingo complement each other?
We have a 69.68% - owned subsidiary called First
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Cagayan Leisure and Resorts World Corporation. First
Cagayan works with the Cagayan Economic Zone
Authority (CEZA) to help manage a jurisdiction for online
casinos and online gaming.
First Cagayan has 96 licensees who have located their
companies and business in the Philippines in order
to tap into the Asian market. We review companies’
application and business plans by using third parties to
check the individual background of their executive team
as well the software they will use. Once completed,
we endorse their company to government who then
grants them a license to operate. It is noted that First
Cagayan’s licensees are not allowed to take bets from
the Philippines as well as from the United States. Our
bingo operations cater to the local market while First
Cagayan taps into the overseas markets.
With their significant presence in the domestic and
international gaming industry, LRWC, ABLE and CEZA
are organisations to keep watch. Their active expansion
and commitment to bingo and the overall gaming
industry will ensure that they are active market trendsetters for the foreseeable future.
Bingo Life would like to thank Mr. Reyes for his
participation in this interview.
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Journey of
Discovery

Peter White talks to ICE Portfolio Director Kate Chambers
and gets the low-down on this year’s show

S

o are you getting excited with the show
now only a matter of days away?
It’s a very strange time, full of a mix of
emotions: I would imagine it’s a bit like the
week or so before taking part in the London Marathon!
To extend the analogy, we’ve completed all of our
training, we’ve prepared well, we’ve put in all of the effort
required (and more) to complete the course, but despite
all of this, and the knowledge that we’ve done it all many
www.bingolifemagazine.com

times before, there’s still the feeling of nerves, the odd
night of interrupted sleep and an overwhelming desire to
just get on with it and deliver a really good performance –
if possible setting new records in the process. However,
nerves are the counter weight to complacency and I
would much prefer that the team suffers a mild bout of
first night jitters rather than go into what is arguably the
world’s most important gaming event, without a care. I
can guarantee that will never happen on my watch!
23

What is your approach to dealing with what must
be an extremely busy time of year for both you and
your team in what must be one of Europe’s biggest
exhibitions?
ICE is actually the world’s biggest and most international
gaming exhibition – however, whatever the size of the
show it’s my duty and that of my team, to deliver the
very best experience on behalf of our stakeholders
– both visitors and exhibitors. It is a pressured
environment – we have our own targets to hit and at
times it is quite intense. But we have to deliver and

of bingo and to contribute to the strategic objectives of
The Association.

that comes right at the very top of the agenda. At the
same time I try to keep the atmosphere positive and the
outlook optimistic. However, there’s no escaping the fact
that each time we have a good show we raise the bar of
expectation a notch – or two.

dynamic businesses brimming with fresh ideas. What
this means, and it applies as much to bingo as it does
to betting, is that any company launching a new product
will do so at ICE. There can be no better reason to go
to an exhibition than to know that the groundbreaking,
landmark products of the year, the innovations that
could literally change the way you do business will be
there. Discovering them, meeting the originators and
leaving in a more optimistic frame of mind than when
you arrived, is what ICE is all about.

The Bingo Association will also be involved again
this year along with Bingo Life at this year’s
exhibition – how important is that to the show?
ICE serves all sectors within the gaming industry and
I am delighted that we are working in partnership with
The Bingo Association and Bingo Life to create another
focal point on what is the busiest show floor in gaming.
The Bingo Association has been recognised for its
outstanding lobbying activity winning the Best Public
Affairs campaign at the prestigious PR Week Awards last
year and I look forward to working with Chief Executive
Miles Baron and his team to help further raise the profile
24

What would you say are amongst the main benefits
that online and land based bingo operators can gain
from attending ICE?
ICE has what sporting and political commentators term
‘The Big Mo’ – momentum. This means that we are
able to attract the vast majority of gaming’s biggest
brands, the most accomplished innovators and the
most successful companies as well as a raft of new

What’s the best way to ensure that visitors don’t
miss out on the many activities and events that are
such an important part of ICE week?
There is so much taking place at ICE – both on and off
the show floor and it’s in response to this expansion
of events, meetings, seminars and of course our
programme of Conferences that we have introduced the
issue 016
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ICE has what sporting and
political commentators term
‘The Big Mo’ – momentum. This
means that we are able to attract
the vast majority of gaming’s
biggest brands, the most
accomplished innovators and
the most successful companies
as well as a raft of new dynamic
businesses brimming with fresh
ideas
ICE app. Available for free on Android and iOS devices,
the app allows visitors to access the full event schedule,
browse the latest product launches, receive information
on all of the speakers taking part in the ICE Conference
and Seminar programme, as well as to develop a
personal event planner to remind them of appointments,
business meetings, and other events. It also features a
detailed interactive floor-plan to help attendees navigate
the show floor space as well as keep stakeholders fully
up-to–date with the latest developments through a link
to the #ICE2015 social media tag. We wanted to create
an app that complements ICE by opening up a dynamic,
mobile window onto the event, and give attendees
their very own view of the countless commercial and
networking opportunities that are part of the fabric of the
world’s biggest gaming exhibition. It really is an essential
tool for all attendees, and invaluable in helping everyone
get the absolute most out of what ICE has to offer.

selected gaming partners comprising the Hippodrome
(Leicester Square), Aspers (Westfield Stratford City)
and seven Grosvenor Casinos situated throughout
central/west London. Working with our partners we’ve
branded it the London Casino Club, but it is open to all
ICE visitors. There is a wide range of hospitality offers
including an American themed Super Bowl party at
the G Casino in Piccadilly, a Champagne reception
and free to attend poker tournament at Aspers and a
complimentary shuttle service from ExCeL, free drink
and casino tour courtesy of the Hippodrome. I think
it will help our stakeholders get the very most out of
ICE week after they’ve spent the day with the 500+
exhibitors on what is gaming’s busiest show floor. The
full range of hospitality offers can be found at www.
icetotallygaming.com
And finally what are you hopes and expectations for
the Bingo industry at this year’s ICE Totally Gaming?
Essentially I want to put ICE, the world’s most influential
gaming exhibition, to work on behalf of the bingo
industry and The Bingo Association in particular. This is
the first year of our partnership with bingo and I would
like to see ICE become the recognised meeting point for
all aspects of the bingo industry in the same way that it
is for other sectors of gaming. We have established a
successful model with the Racing Post and the betting
sector and I would like to see us follow that example
with Bingo Life. 2014 was a truly fantastic year for The
Bingo Association with its award winning Boost Bingo
campaign and I would like to see that success and
optimism continue with ICE 2015 setting the foundations
of a growing and fruitful relationship.

Some observers have commented that the social
programme last year was too limited – would you
agree with this and, if so, what have you done to
address this?
The research we conducted after the 2014 show
revealed a demand for more hospitality events
and opportunities for colleagues to continue the
networking process in a relaxed and relevant hospitality
environment. We also found that visitors wanted the
freedom to discover and explore a range of events
rather than go to a single function. So in response to
those valid criticisms we have developed a hospitality
and out-of-hours networking programme that involves
www.bingolifemagazine.com
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Closures Mergers
and Acquisitions
Online Bingo 2014 Review - Boom, bust and POC

L

ooking back, 2014 was a year of huge
legislative change for the whole of the
online gaming industry, with the longanticipated introduction of Point of
Consumption tax on December 1st, as well as
changes to UK remote gaming licensing laws.
Many industry commentators predicted that these
legislative changes would lead to a change in the online
bingo landscape, with many of the smaller brands
struggling to remain profitable.
Phil Fraser, owner of the leading UK bingo portal www.
whichbingo.co.uk, gives his take on what happened in
the online bingo market in 2014 and what he predicts
will happen next in 2015.

Making hay while the sun shines

aren’t having much of an effect in slowing new site
openings.

Despite the impending Point of Consumption tax on
the horizon, 2014 was a record breaking year for new
bingo site launches, with over 77 new sites entering
the market. This figure however was skewed slightly by
Bauer Media launching 20 virtually duplicate sites under
their magazine and radio brands. These 77 new sites
dwarf the 2013 total, and is the largest ever number of
new site launches in the UK market.

Within this frenzy of launch activity there were some
very discernible trends; If you look at the launches
by software provider, more than 80% of the new site
launches came from three software providers (Virtue
Fusion - 23, Cozy Games - 22 and Dragonfish - 18).
This shows that despite the increase in brands, the
product choice offered to online bingo players remains
restricted.

Such was the frequency at which new brands were
being launched during the first three quarters of 2014,
the assumption was that operators were looking to
push out their new brands as quickly as possible before
the introduction of POC hit; a mass bingo ‘landgrab’
in order to gain as much profit as possible, before the
impending doomsday. However, even post-POC, we
have already seen a continued steady stream of new
brands going live (and we are aware of many more in
the pipeline), so POC and the legislative changes clearly

In addition, four bingo operators - Live Bingo Network
(LBN), Ignite (formerly Mandalay Holdings), Baer and 8
Ball Games - were responsible for around 70% of the
new site launches in 2014. Consolidation is definitely an
active phenomenon in the online bingo market.
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Closures, mergers and acquisitions
Alongside the slew of site openings, 2014 also saw
plenty of movement in the ownership of bingo brands,
with a multitude of sites changing ownership through
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either mergers or sales to rival networks alongside several
sites shutting down completely.
The largest site movement came back in April when two
of the biggest networks on the Cozy Games platform,
LBN and Winners Bingo Network, merged to create one
giant network of 27 sites. With new brand additions since
then and more to come, this number is expected to go
past the 50 mark in early 2015.
The most high profile change of ownership came in
September when UK plc Gaming Realms, owners of
Bingo Godz, picked up four sites as part of the £10m
purchase of Blueburra Holdings.
The most acquisitive operator in 2014 was Cheshirebased 8 Ball Games who have been taking advantage
of the changing online bingo landscape by snapping
up small, underdeveloped or closed brands and then
re-launching them on their own network, with new
designs and improved CRM. The company now own
and operate upwards of 40 different bingo brands. This
figure is approximately 10% of all the sites listed in the
WhichBingo directory (http://www.whichbingo.co.uk/
sites/), which in 2014 pushed past the 400 mark for the
very first time.
Of the range of online bingo sites that closed down in
2014, the most unusual was the case of Gramble Bingo
which opened in August and then quickly ceased trading,
transferring all players to Gone Bingo in a matter of
weeks.
The closure that received the most exposure was that of
Yahoo’s bingo game but this was already expected, and
part of a wider cull of all of their online gaming products.
Cashcade seemed to be doing some ‘tidying up’ by
closing down a number of its smaller, low profile sites.
Perhaps this may be a pre-cursor to a sale, amongst the
rumours of a BwinParty break up. The rest of the closures
came via Cozy Games and Gtech seemingly closing
down smaller, non-profitable sites. In total, we saw at
least 20 brands go offline, although don’t be surprised if
some make a return in 2015.

Predictions for 2015
Despite the widely held view that Point of Consumption
tax would lead to dozens of bingo site closures, we can
already see that, post-POC, 2015 will not see a significant
slow down the influx of new bingo brands to the market.
www.bingolifemagazine.com

Online bingo players seemingly have an almost
insatiable desire for new bingo sites, and while that
demand is there we will continue to see owners and
network operators such as 8 Ball Games, Dragonfish,
LBN and the like continue to develop new bingo
brands to meet that demand, even if there isn’t much
differentiation other than the name and design of each
website.
As for the major brands it remains to be seen what
effect the point of consumption tax will bring. In a recent
interview the management team at Sun Bingo told
WhichBingo that their response to the tax increase was
very much focused on how it would make things much
harder for the smaller operators. They believe we’re
about to enter a period of consolidation over the next
couple of years.

The most high profile change of
ownership came in September
when UK plc Gaming Realms,
owners of Bingo Godz, picked
up four sites as part of the £10m
purchase of Blueburra Holdings
There is also the on-going debate as to whether, as
predicted, the ASA will be introducing changes in how
and when gambling operators are allowed to advertise
to the public. This could be a major development in
2015, particularly if TV advertising is restricted in any
way.
Overall in 2015 we expect to see a continued increase
in the number of bingo sites available, but an overall
reduction in the amount of companies who own these
brands. The days of an independent company, new to
online bingo, newly entering the market and launching a
standalone bingo offering is seemingly long gone.
Marketing will be a key battleground for all of the major
players, so it will be interesting to see what direction
this takes in 2015, especially if the ASA or government
(in an election year - gambling is an easy target) decide
to change anything. As always product differentiation,
product development and player retention will also be
key in the online bingo battle for hearts and minds (and
purses).
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Keep taking the tablet

E

Mark McGusinness talks digital platforms with
Finnplay President of Sales Errki Nikunen

rkki great to meet you. Please can you tell
our readers about Finnplay?
Thank you Mark. Finnplay is privately owned
Finnish based Gaming platform provider,
which specializes in tailored gaming solutions for the
online and mobile gaming industry. We are based
in the beautiful city of Helsinki and are a team of
software engineers, igaming professionals and product
marketers who are passionate about all things Finnish
of course! We also ensure that we deliver the best
state-of-the-art solutions that meet the exacting
challenges of operating within regulated gaming
markets in Europe, Asia, and North America and
beyond.  
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Finnplay offer various gaming and platform
solutions. Can you tell us about the Bingo Booster
product?
We took a long hard look at how the online gaming
market was developing from a software and
technology supplier perspective. We thought that
the market was becoming commoditised in terms of
provisioning of igaming software for operators.
However every business and brand like the people
running that operation is unique and has very
particular requirements. So we decided to uncomplicate matters with the introduction of our
BillFold platform. Simply put, our platform provides
separation of certain functional components, thus
issue 016
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So the combination of video
and perhaps more personalised
bingo experiences to the
individual player as faster
internet networks develop, shall
allow software developers such
as ourselves to push the envelope
further.
allowing gaming operators to integrate content such
as 3rd party gaming games, country specific payment
instruments quickly via an open rest API into the
BillFold core platform. This modular approach of a
scalable and flexible architecture provides the ability
to customise and localise product features for the
client very quickly, thus ensuring that they can be both
proactive and reactive to local market conditions, in
what is a very fast moving industry both land-based
and online.
In Finland similar to the UK, bingo is a very social
experience enjoyed within the land-based bingo
gaming halls and online. However we felt that as the
majority of the population started consuming their
entertainment activities via the internet and various
devices, that the players user experience journey was
disjointed. Of course we realise land-based operators’
have invested lots of money in the physical business
and their brand, but on the flip side they could be
missing out in extending their brand reach to a huge
online audience that may not have even considered
playing in a live bingo facility.
Therefore we have partnered with AirDice to supply
our customers with the BingoBooster product. This is
a complete one-stop bingo solution, which combines
the new Internet world with the traditional bingo halls.
BingoBooster can offer bingo hall operators the ability
to expand their gaming service seamlessly online to
people that prefer to play from the comfort of their
own home. This multi-channel solution allows the
operator to further monetise the bingo players life time
value but it also creates the opportunity to drive online
players to the physical bingo hall through creative
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marketing and promotional activity all underpinned by
a common technology platform.
What do you think are the opportunities for bingo
in 2015?
Bingo due to its continued popularity with consumers
and indeed regulators is very well positioned to
flourish. With continued investment in both physical
facilities and new technologies it can only continue to
prosper.
In terms of areas of growth, I believe more socialization
of the game shall occur within the game interface
using a combination of live streaming from the physical
bingo hall with live bingo callers and video interaction
via web cams between players tapping into perhaps
the selfie culture from social networks – who knows
selfie bingo could be the next big thing.
So the combination of video and perhaps more
personalised bingo experiences to the individual
player as faster internet networks develop, shall allow
software developers such as ourselves to push the
envelope further.
You’re attending the ICE show at ExCel. Why
is this an important event to attend and for
businesses to showcase their products?
ICE is a must attend show whether you’re an exhibitor
or delegate. Since moving from its previous home
at Earls Court to ExCel, the show has certainly got
larger, but the depth and quality of companies on
the exhibition floor has not been compromised. It
is getting better all the time and that is testament
to Clarion for investing heavily in understanding
exhibitor’s needs and the needs of the delegates and
consistently exceeding those expectations.
We at Finnplay are certainly looking forward to a full
on energised 3 days, even if it means some sleep
deprivation and we welcome the opportunity to
provide a huge Finnish welcome to new customers
and existing clients. So pop along and say hello to us
at booth S6-210.  
Finnplay is a Finish based iGaming platform
provider www.finnplay.com
issue 016

SPOTLIGHT: ICE ZITRO

Star Turn
Zitro takes the revolution to London

Z

itro is getting ready to revolutionise ICE
Totally Gaming 2015, one of the largest
shows in the international gaming
industry, due to take place in London from
3 to 5 February.
In London, Zitro will exhibit the phenomenon which
is currently “all the rage” around the world, Zitro
Revolution, packed with major advances never seen
before in the sector, such as more community games,
more exciting functionality and, of course, exhilarating
new titles.

Another of Zitro’s “star turns” at ICE will be their
electronic bingo system, BET, a unique product offering
an innovative alternative to conventional bingo. BET
gives players a fresh, enjoyable gaming experience
combined with the thrill of participating in a large
network of prizes.
All those attending the ICE will be able to see for
themselves why ZITRO has the most entertaining, most
dynamic, most exciting and most profitable products on
the market, offering players a unique and unforgettable
gaming experience and a state-of-the-art stand (N3240) with a design which will leave no-one indifferent.

Zitro’s Interactive Division will also display their new
products designed for the online market as well as the
social sensation www.worldofbingo.com, the leading
video bingo site on Facebook, which is currently played
in more than 160 countries.
www.bingolifemagazine.com
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Around the World in Eighty Days
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ICE is where it happens
�����

A key date in our
events calendar
����

We would never
miss the ICE show
�����

The most important
international show of the year

DISCOVER AT ICETOTALLYGAMING.COM
EXCEL, LONDON 3RD - 5TH FEB 2015

@TOTALLYGAMINGHQ
#ICEGAMING

AFFILIATE PROGRAMMES, ASSOCIATIONS, AWPS, BETTING EXCHANGES, BINGO EQUIPMENT, CASH HANDLING, CASINO MANAGEMENT, CCTV, CHIPS,
COMPONENTS, CONSULTANTS, CRM, EPOS, FOBTS, FRAUD, LOTTERY, MEDIA, MOBILE, ONLINE, PAYMENT, POKER, RECRUITMENT, REGULATORS,
ROULETTE, SECURITY, SLOTS, SOCIAL GAMING, SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, SPARES, SPORTS BETTING, TABLE GAMES, VIDEO, WIRELESS

The No. 1
Association
for bingo
Shaping policy
Developing business
Driving the industry agenda
The Association for all things bingo – working with senior management
and operators for more than two decades – successfully promoting and
developing the interests of all bingo operators.
For industry news, comment and information on the benefits of
membership, visit www.bingo-association.co.uk
T 01582 860921

E info@bingo-association.co.uk
gambleaware.co.uk

